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Product Change Notification

Change Notification #: 109216 - 00
Change Title: Customer Part Number Printed on Small Label, PCN 109216-00, Label
Date of Publication: February 20, 2009

Key Characteristics of the Change:
Label

Forecasted Key Milestones:
| Date Customer Must be Ready to Receive Post-Conversion Material: | March 23, 2009 |

Description of Change to the Customer:
In order to reduce the time it takes to relabel the box if a customer part number is required, we are changing the process by using a smaller label. It will be placed below the original label on tray packed products. See example below:

Customer Part Number on Box Label - Current

CPN on Small Label below Box Label - Tray - New

The customer part number (CPN) on the small label will be placed next to the box label on tape and reel packed products. A reel label with the customer part number will be attached to the desiccant bag for the customer to peel and place on the reel. See example below.
Peel reel label off bag and attach to reel as shown above.
**Customer Impact of Change and Recommended Action:**
Intel anticipates no impact to customers; however, training may be required to look for the customer part number label in the new locations.

**Products Affected / Intel Ordering Codes:**
This change affects all Intel component products.

**Reference Documents / Attachments:**
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